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Abstract

.4 new method for lessening skew in mapped meshes
is presented. ThB new method involves progressive
subdh’ision of a surface into loops consisting of four
sides. Using these loops, constraints can then be set
on the curves of the surface, which will propagate
inter~al assiO~ments across the surface, allowing a
mesh with a better skew metric to
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1 Introduction

be generated.

skew measure,

One of the desired outcomes of automatic meshing
is good element quality. It is well understood that a
good quality mesh }ields better results than does one
with bad quality [l][2]. There are many different mea-
sures as to what constitutes “good quality”. .Among
this group[3] are such metrics as jacobian, aspect ra-
tio, taper, warpage, element area, stretch, maximum
angle, minimum angle, eddy condition number, and
skew. Thk paper mill concentrate on the problem of
controlling skew.

FLutdiais a mukipmgram laboratory *

z The Skew Problem

Skew is defined as the maximum absolute value of the
cosine of the angle between edges at the center of the
quadrilateral. In other words, it is the cosine of the
angles formed by the txvo lines which pass through
the midpoints of the sides of the quadnlateral[4]. In
Figure 1, a quadrilateral element is shown, with one

Figure 1: Quadrilateral mesh element showing repre-
sentative angle ‘.A’.

of the angles labeled as angle .4. The absolute value of
the cosine of this angle would be one of the four pos-
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sible measures of skew for this element. The cosines
of the other three angles would be calculated, and the
maximum of those four cosines would be the measure
of skew for this face. As can be seen, the value of skew
ranges between 0.0 (because of the absolute value
operation) and 1.0, with the optimal value being O.
Mapped meshes, by their nature, depend on propaga-
tion of interval assi=~ments[5] [6]. Skew usually isn’t
a problem in small, simple models. However, when
many volumes are multiply-connected, as shown in
Figure 2, interval a&gnments propagate throughout
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Figure 2: Multiply-connected set of surfaces which
could lead to skew problems.

the model. This propagation of interval assignments
can lead to skew problems. In Figure 2 interval set-
t ings on the ends of surfaces 2, 3, and 4 will propa-
gate across those surfaces and affect the right-hand
side of surface 1. Surface 1 will then have to set its
left-hand edge to the same number of intervals as is
on the right-hand side. If one of the right-hand side
curves has a comparatively high interval count, the
mesh on surface 1 could become greatly skewed. Fig-
ure 3 shows, for example, a possible set of intervals
for the right-hand side of surfaces 2, 3, and 4, These
intervals will propagate across the surfaces, as shown
in Figme 4. .4fter propagating across the surfaces,
the intervals on the common edge between surface 1
and the other three surfaces are firmly set. A mesh
then needs to be generated on surface 1. Most mesh
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Fie~re 3: Set of surfaces w-ith interval assignments
on right-hand sides.
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Figure 4: Interval propagation across surfaces.

generating software assigns equally-spaced intervals
as the default. Therefore, the left-hand side interval
assignment on surface 1 would look like that shown
in Figure 5. The final meshing of surface 1 would
then be done, yieldlng a final mesh as is shown in
F&ure 6. As can be seen, the mesh on thk surface
would result in a low measure of skew quality. Wlat
is required to reduce skew is to develop a method that
will transfer the interval assignments from one side of



the development of the skew control algorithm.
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F@re 5: Default interval assignment on surface 1.
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Figure 6: Final skewed mesh on surface 1.

the surface to the other in a manner that will preserve
the relative interwd spacings on different sections of
the curves. Intervals on opposite sides cannot just be
set to have the same intends, because these opposite
edges may be of different lengths. Manually setting
intervals on surface 1 would still yield that same mesh
as that shown in Figure 6. As can be seen, this is a
severely liiited solution to the problem of controlling
skew-it isn’t better than what would be done auto-
matically. It is this circumstance which has prompted

3 The Skew Control Algorithm

The purpose of this algorithm is to manage the in-
terval settings on surfaces that exhibit unacceptable
skew. Given a surface such as that discussed above,
the skew control algorithm developed here will parti-
tion the edges of the surface and set up a system of
matchhg edges across a surface or multiple surfaces.
Once this is done, the interval count on correspond-
ing edges is set to be equaJ, so that a created mesh
has little or no skew. Instead of the skewed mesh in
Fi~re 6, the final mesh would result as depicted in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7 Surfaces showing a skew-controlled mesh.

The skew control algorithm has the following 7
steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Approximate the tiected surfaces with pseudo
geometry.

Create a loop of edges around the target surface.

Find the smallest projection on the surface.

Separate this small feature horn the rest of the
surface using a pseudo edge.



5.

6.

7.

Continue separating small sections until all loops
consist of only four edges.

Step through loops setting up interval assign-
ments for opposite edges.

Clean up pseudo geometry.

These steps will be explained one-by-one with repre-
sentative illustrations.

1. Approximate the affected surfaces.

The skew control algorithm depends on an approxi-
mation of the surfaces to be meshed. These surfaces
are known as the target surfaces. The same set of
surfaces shown in Figure 2 will be used in this ex-
ample. The algorithm uses pseudo geometry known
as skew control entities for this approximation. The
curves and vertices which make up the real surface
are used as templates to create skew control edges
and skew control vertices. These skew control entities
are the basis for almost all the work until the algo-
rithm reaches step 7. Skew control entities only need
to hold a little information. Each skew control edge
knows what vertices define it, and each skew control
vertex knows its position in three-space and its type,
which will be defined later. Because of this sparsity
of information, the memory overhead in using these
pseud~entities is negligible.

2. Create a loop of edges around the target
surfaces.

The skew control edges and vertices that have been
created from the target surfaces are now placed in
lists which maintain their order. Each target surface
is approximated by one list whose edges and vertices
form a loop. These loops, which are the base for
this algorithm, define the target surfaces througout
the rest of the algorithm. This example set of target
surfaces would translate into four loops.

3. Find the smallest projection in the surface.

The skew control algorithm implements a type of
“blockln# subdivision. “Blockh@’ refers to the pro-
cess of dividing Up the surface into blocks, or four-

sided figures. Thk blocking algorithm starts with
the smallest areas, filling them with blocks, and ex-
pands to the larger ones. The algorithm could start
with larger areas, and work to smaller ones, but by
starting with the smallest, then the problem of in-
tersection checking becomes much less pronounced.
The starting step is to find the smallest end. For
some geometries, this is not an easy location to find,
and much depends on the definition of “end”. .4n
“end” is defined as a set of edges that are bounded
by two vertices which are known as End_ Types. .4s
can be seen, the type of the skew control vertices has
a great impact on the definition of an end. There are
four types of vertices, based on the angle of the edges
which share the vertex

1. End_ Type, with an angle close to 90°.

2. Side_Type, with an angle close to 180°-

3. Corner_ Type, with an angle close to 270°.

4. Reversal_ Type, with an angle close to 360° [5].

Figure 8 shows all four types. .4 skew control vertex
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Figure 8: Surface showing the four vertex types.

is assio~ed a type based on the type of the underlying
real vertex. If there is no underlying vertex, the type
is computed based on the angle of the connected skew
control edges. The target surface’s loop is searched



for the “end” that is shortest, and that end is used
for the next operation. As shown in Figure 9, the far
right-hand end will be picked.
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Figure 10: Surfaces after splitting curve into two
curves and inserting a new pseudo edge. Note the

Figure 9: Surfaces showing which end will be picked
first. Vertices are indicated by the dark triangles.

4. Separate the smallest projection horn the
rest of the loop.

When the shortest end has been found, the algorithm
then looks at the two edges that form the sides of the
block. At thk point there are two possibilities: either
one side m-illbe longer than the other, or the two will
be the same length (within a tolerance). If the first
case applies, the algorithm splits the longer of the two
sides so that the two sides are equal. Of course, th~
splitting can happen within a range of lengths, de-
pending on local geometry and the desired behavior.
If the pseudo edge to be split has an underlying geom-
etry edge, that geometry edge is split too, and a \-ir-
tual vertex is inserted. .After the split of the pseudo
edge, this first case becomes identical to the second
case. When two vertices are at an equal distance
from the end, a new pseudo edge is created between
the two vertices. The edges and vertices comprising
the block being replaced are then removed from the
old loop, and the new edge is inserted in their place.
A new loop is created using the newly independent
edges and vertices and the new edge, as shown in Fig-

new virtual vertex.

surface, now there are two. .\n important feature of
this new loop is that it consists of only four edges.
The goal is to separate all the loops into a series of
small loops having only four edges apiece. When this
goal is reached, then all loop subdivision should be
finished, and the algorithm can proceed to the next
step.

5. Continue separating small sections until all
loops consist of only four edges.

Xow there are five loops to consider, instead of the
previous four. Each of these loops is checked to see
if they have more than four edges. If one is found,
the previous step is repeated aud the next, smallest
projection is separated from that loop and put into
its own loop. h’ow, because of the possibility of an
edge being in two loops at the same time, it is vital
that the loops stay current regarding which edges be-
long to them. It would cause a severe problem if an
edge was split but the loops containing the old edge
still had pointers to that obsolete edge. Pointers to
these owning loops are of necessity another piece of .
data contained in each skew control edge. Each edge
keeps a list of loops it belongs to. JVlth th~ infor-
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mation, when an edge is subdivided, as in step 4,
the algorithm can access this list of loops and update
each one of them so that they contain the correct in-’
formation. .4 side effect of this is that a loop that
previously only had four edges might end up hav-
ing more through the splitting of one of its included
edges. This necessitates stepping through the set of
loops multiple times until all the loops have only four
edges. An example of this increase in edges is seen
in Figure 11 where the center left-hand loop (which
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Figure 11: Surfaces showing loop about to be subdi-
vided.
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Figure 12: Surfaces showing final subdivision of tar-
get loops.

have equal intervals. If this opposite edge does not
have an owner, the algorithm asks the edge for its list
of owning loops and these loops are searched in the
same manner. In this way, geometry edges that are
at either end of a series of loops are found and then
set to have equal intervals. Figure 13 shows the final

is shown in bold in the figure) is having its right-
side curve subdivided. The next time this loop is
examined, it will be subdivided again, because of the
increase in number of edges. This is shown in Fig-
ure 12, where all the needed subdivisions have taken
place.

6. Step through loops setting up interval as-
signments for opposite edges.

Once the loops have satisfied the requirement of hav-
ing only four edges, the setting of constraints can be
done. Each loop is examined to find an edge that has
an underlying geometry edge (or owner). This edge
is then marked and the loop is searched for the edge
opposite the marked one. If the opposite edge has
an underlying owner, then those two edges are set to

Figure 13: Surfaces showing final subdivisions with
interval groups labeled.

state of the example surfaces, with each set of labeled
edges having the same interval setting. Because each



edge can belong to any number of loops, the inter-
val assignment on one edge may propagate to quite
a few different edges on many dfierent surfaces, but
th~ is handled transparently. The algorithm doesn’t
know or care if the edges it is dealing with are on the
same surface or difYerent ones, all it sees are loops
and owners.

7. Clean up pseudo geometry.

After the interval assignment has been done, the
skew control entities can be safely deleted. The only
changes done to the underlying geometry are that
where edges had to be split, there are now two edges
and a vertex (Figure 14), and interval assignments

I I I

Figure 14: Surfaces after skew control cleanup.

have been made to all the curves in the target sur-
faces.

4 The Skew Control Algorithm:
Results

The model shown in Figure 15 has some multiply-
connected surfaces that can cause skew. The sur-
face from this model shown in Figure 16 is rather
complicated, with many other surfaces touching it.
If meshed without skew control, the mesh would be
created as shown in F@ure 17. However, if the skew

Figure 15: Model with potential skew problems.
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Figure 16: Hooked surface before meshing.

control algorithm is invoked on th= surface, the re
suiting mesh demonstrates much less skew. The skew
control algorithm processes th~ surface, inserting vir-
tual vertices in places it deems appropriate. The sur-
face in question now has new vertices, as shown in
Figure 18. The mesh that results from the changed
surface is shown in Figure 19. As this shows, the
mesh is noticeably less skewed. Use of the skew con-
trol algorithm does result in an increase in the num-
ber of edges and vertices in the model, but this has
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Figure 12 Hooked surface after meshing without
skew control.

Figure 18: Hooked surface after processing by the
skew control algorithm.

not proven to be a major concern. The mesh of the
Hooked surface is of good qualky, and the measure
of skew has decreased dramatically, as is shown in
Table 1.

.4nother example of skew control is shown in Fig-
ures 20 and 21. .1s can be seen, this is the exam-
ple which w-asused to demonstrate the steps of the
algorithm. FiOge 20 demonstrates the mesh that is

Pm
I

Figure 19: Hooked surface after meshing with skew
control.

Hooked Surface AIOn-controlled Controlled

.Maximum Skew 0.7081 0.1139
Mininum Skew 0.02564 0.00
Avera~e Skew 0.2384 0.01282

Table 1: Comparison of skew for hooked surface with
and without s-kewcontrol.

Figure 20: Skewed mesh generated on linked surfaces.

generated without skew control- .41though this paper
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concentrated on the surface on the far left, called sur-
face 1, it is aIso obvious that there are skew problems
in other surfaces too. Figure 21 is the model with a

of debate exist because of particular desiew decisions
that need to be made.
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Figure 21: >-on-skewed mesh generated with skew
control algorithm on linked surfaces.

skew controlled mesh. As shown, there is very little
skew on the surfaces. Table 2 compares the values of

~ Linked Surfaces I Xon-controlled I Controlled 1,
Maximum 0.6356 2.109 X 10-1’
Minimum 0.04329 0.00
.\verage .3627 6.698 X 10-lC

Table 2: Comparison of skew for linked surfaces with
and without skew control.

skew obtained with and without skew control. They
are comparable to the values shown for the previous
example.

5 The Skew Control Algorithm:
Further work.

.41though the skew control algorithm has been seen to
provide good results in simple cases, there are some
issues that need to be addressed to make this a uni-
versally applicable tool. Nlany of the remaining areas

●

●

●

●

●

The skew control algorithm only works on sur-
faces that are submappable, ie. of blocky,
roughly four-sided sections or subsections. This
is a limitation that will probably stand, for the
purpose of the algorithm is to enhance such al-
gorithms as submapping-it is not meant to be
used for surfaces that would need to be meshed
with an unstructured mesh.

Periodic surfaces are not handled correctly as of
yet. Because the underlying geometry is not flat,
the approximations done by the skew control En-
tities sometimes lead to errors in creating new
vertices.

User-set intervals are not propagated onto curves
that have been split. Thk leads to some unan-
ticipated results in the final mesh.

Biased intervals settings are not propagated cor-
rectly from split curves.

Surfaces with more than one loop, ie. surfaces
with holes in them, are not handled correctly.
There is some discussion as to how these surfaces
should be dealt with, and the skew control algo-
rithm’s multi-loop handling is awaiting a design
decision.

.inother area of focus that deserves to be examined is
the creation of virtual vertices. By creating vertices,
the algorithm is able to easily set up the constraint
equations for the final model. .% can be seen by
comparing Figures 16 and 18, the skew control al-
gorithm does tend to insert a multitude of vertices.
.Mthough this creation of vertices hasn’t proven to
affect the model excessively, it is a goal of this r~
search to develop a different way of setting up the
constraint equations. Through use of the curve mor-
phing algorithm[7], an zdgorithm that duplicates a
curve mesh or set of curve meshes onto a target curve
or set of curves, it is hoped to be able to correctly
transfer the mesh from one side of a surface to an-
other without the use of virtual vertices.
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Perhaps the final area is that of testing. This tool gorithms~ Master’s Thesis in Progress, Brigham
needs to be tested extensively to decide such ques- Young University, December 1999.
tions as tolerancing of curve intersections, and where
to place target vertices on the target curve. In cases
such as curved sides, the vertices need to have a bet-
ter apparatus for deciding their final location–this
will depend on the general shape of the loops.

In any case, the skew control algorithm seems to be
a good area for further research in the hopes of lessen-
ing skew propagation caused by interval assignments,
whkh will make large, complicated models much eas-
ier to mesh competently.
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